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Climate change, environmental

•

change needed beyond corporate
reporting

•

momentum for growth in
sustainable investment

•

calls for harmonisation of
frameworks and standards in NFI
reporting

degradation, human rights and social
concerns, are of growing global
concern to companies, investors,
policymakers, regulators and civil
society. In addition, internally generated
intangibles have become a major
component of the market value of
companies. In response, hundreds of
non-financial information (NFI) reporting

What: A system
change
Stakeholders need to understand

been developed, which are leading

both financial information and NFI

to confusion and the potential for

together for a better insight into

greenwashing.

company performance, impacts

Standard Setting for Corporate
Reporting seeks a way to coordinate,
rationalise and consolidate the many
non-financial reporting initiatives,

and dependencies. An approach to
interconnected standard setting for
corporate reporting could promote a
system change by:

1. Urgency
How quickly can different approaches
be implemented, especially in the light
of existential challenges such as climate
change?

2. Global or local solution
How do the approaches address
global issues while taking account of
momentum and priorities at regional or

coordinating, rationalising and
consolidating NFI initiatives

local levels?

•

include a core set of global metrics
for NFI in mainstream reports,
reported with the same discipline
and rigour as financial information

3. Oversight

reporting.

Why: Factors driving
the need to act

evaluate the various approaches to

•

create a core set of global metrics, and
connect this information to financial

The following nine criteria are used to
interconnected standard setting:

frameworks and standards have

The publication Interconnected

How: 9 criteria to
evaluate potential
standard setting
approaches

•

connecting NFI with financial
reporting

How can the public and private players
effectively collaborate to oversee
interconnected standard setting?

4. Due process of standard
setting

•

urgent issues and risks affecting
businesses globally

How are the principles of our Cogito

•

companies evolve towards a
broader stakeholder focus

Century addressed?

paper Standard Setting in the 21st
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5. Responding to
stakeholder interests
How does the approach engage
different stakeholders?

Where do we go
from here?

•

We set out an approach for a global

connects the financial and
nonfinancial standard setters
through a conceptual framework
for connected reporting

corporate reporting structure (see

6. Framework and metrics

figure below) as the ultimate vision

Does the approach allow for an

for interconnected standard setting

benefits of The
approach

interconnected conceptual framework

for corporate reporting, which could

•

address the urgent global issues

and does it achieve a core set of global

be achieved in stages, based on the

metrics for NFI?

collaboration of ‘like-minded parties’.

•

enhances the Monitoring Board to
provide broader public oversight
and link to public authorities

strengthen governance through
an enhanced collaboration of
the public and private sector for
oversight and standard setting

•

builds on the current International
Financial Reporting Standards
Foundation Trustees to create a
Corporate Reporting Foundation,
responsible for financial and nonfinancial reporting oversight

transform existing structures to
accommodate additional players
to effectively address broader
stakeholders’ needs

•

provide an effective connection
between financial and non-financial
reporting to create long-term value

•

incorporate technology from the
start

The approach:

7. Materiality lens
Does the approach expand the financial

•

materiality to include impacts that
can become dependencies in the
short or long term, quantitatively or

•

qualitatively?

8. Legal embedding
How would the standards be adopted
within jurisdictions?

9. Role of technology
How does the approach harness
technology?

•

includes the creation of an
International Non-financial
Reporting Standards Board (INSB)
to set International Non-financial
Reporting Standards (INFRS)

Global Corporate reporting structure
Change starts today!
Market action is required to
drive a solution. A system
change is needed to address
the urgent global issues
and respond to the calls for
harmonisation. Read more
about Interconnected Standard
Setting for Corporate Reporting
and let us know your thoughts
and comments by email to
jona@accountancyeurope.eu
by 31 March 2020.
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